%&%* 0v %&%* COMING IN THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN
WITH “POWER” AND “GREAT” GLORY

PRAISES
I am here to testify to you today that %&%* 0v %&%* is the “KING”
OF

GLORY.

Being

the

“KING”

OF

GLORY

means

that

%&%* 0v %&%*rules over glory, He has dominion over glory, and He is
sovereign over “A-L-L” glory. In that %&%* 0v %&%* is the “KING” OF
GLORY, He dominates over glory, He towers above glory, He overshadows
glory, and He prevails over glory. The fact that He prevails over glory gives
Him the power to rise above glory. He comes with “divine” wit and suavity,
which makes Him the right person for glory. Praise %&%*!
%&%* 0v %&%* is the “KING” OF GLORY; therefore, He has the
right to decide who receives glory, to designate who inherits glory, to
nominate who acquires glory, and to appoint who embodies glory.
%&%* 0v %&%* has the capacity to transcend glory while simultaneously
looking back down on glory. ALL that glory was, is, and shall
be,%&%* 0v %&%* “IS.” Who is the King of glory? I proclaim today that
%&%* 0v %&%*--THE KING OF ISREAL--HE IS THE “KING” OF
GLORY! Praise %&%*!

INTRODUCTION
I thank and praise %&%* 0v %&%* for blessing you to be present here
today, and for His Spirit that dwells in you and in me. I am here today to talk
about who you like to hear about -- the “KING” OF GLORY,
%&%* 0v %&%*.
EVERY EYE SHALL SEE HIM
The whole Christian world is waiting for the fulfillment of Revelation,
Chapter 1, verse 7, which reads in part:
Behold, He cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see Him...
To understand this, it must be grammatically decoded. One would
think this is one action that will happen simultaneously. But the semicolon
gives the clue as to what this Scripture is saying. According to The Gregg
Reference Manual, 8th Edition, copyright 1996, on page 39, #177:
A “comma” is normally used to separate two independent clauses
joined by a coordinating conjunction [which in this case is “and”].
However, under certain circumstances a semicolon is appropriate before
the coordinating conjunction [and] to achieve a “stronger” break between
two independent clauses.
The normal punctuation should be a comma, but the semicolon was
placed before “and” to emphasize or stress a stronger break between these
two different actions. These are not simultaneous actions. That alone kills

the Christians’ theory of coming in the clouds and every eye shall see him
(believing it is one action).
It is most important to understand that this Scripture is written as an
allegory. On the authority of Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary,
Tenth Edition, copyright 1993, on page 30, allegory is defined as, “the
expression by means of symbolic fictional figures and actions of truths
about human existence.” Fiction is described as “a story invented and
fashioned either to entertain or to deceive.”
Therefore, to put it plainly, Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every
eye shall see him, . . . has human existence, but the truth is hidden by a
symbolic fictional figure as well as a symbolic fictional action invented
and fashioned to entertain or deceive. The figure is not real neither is the
action. In other words, this is a fictional expression of something that is
true; however, what you are reading is not what it is.
So let us seek to find out what it is. First, let us break down, Behold,
he cometh with clouds; . . . Behold in Greek (The New Strong’s Exhaustive
Concordance of the Bible, in the Greek Dictionary of The New Testament
section, Reference #3700) means, “to gaze (i.e. with wide-open eyes, as at
something remarkable).”

In accordance with Webster’s Ninth New

Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 557, from the grammatical-

etymological origin, specifically, the OE, the word he means “hit it.” He in
this Scripture is the subject, but right away, we can see that He is a symbolic
fictional figure. Therefore, Behold, he -- is alerting us that we shall gaze up
with wide-open eyes at something remarkable that “hits” an “it.”
In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary,
the word cometh (a present tense) is defined as “take place, occur, or
happen.” On the other hand, the phrase cometh with (The New Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, in the Greek Dictionary of The New
Testament section, Reference #2064) means, “to accompany.” Accompany
means “to join in action.” Therefore, Behold, he cometh is alerting us that
something remarkable shall take place, occur, or happen that shall cause us
to gaze up with wide-open eyes at something remarkable hitting an “it,” and
joined in action of the same kind by another.
Now in the same dictionary and in Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate
Computer Dictionary, cloud is defined as, “something resembling or
suggesting a cloud; any similar mass, esp. of smoke or dust.” In the same
dictionary, the etymology of cloud comes from the Middle English, rock.
Rock means “to cause to shake violently; to sway back and forth under often
violent impact”; and rock also means “to move forward at a high speed.”
We can now summarize, Behold, he cometh with clouds;. . . thusly:

A remarkable action occurred or took place or happened that caused people
to gaze up with wide-open eyes at something that “hit” an “it,” resulting in
SMOKE and DUST that resembled or suggested a cloud. This action caused
the “it” to sway back and forth under the violent impact of something
moving forward at a high rate of speed, which was soon joined by a second
action of the same kind.
Now let us examine the second independent action: “. . . and every
eye shall see him, . . .”

In accordance with Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus,

copyright 1996, every (Reference #759.6) means the same as worldwide.
Worldwide means the same as world. Now in accordance with Webster
Third New International Dictionary, Volume A-G, on page 809, the word
eye means, center. And in Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, the word center
(Reference #612.4) means, TRADE CENTER.
Therefore, when etymologically decoded and the symbolic “fictional”
figures and actions “truthfully” identified, Behold, he cometh with clouds;
and every eye shall see him,….can be summarized in this manner: The
world watched a remarkable incident take place when a plane moving
forward at a high rate of speed “HIT” the WTC (World Trade Center)-causing people to gaze up with wide-open eyes at smoke and dust that
resembled or suggested a cloud. The building swayed back and forth from

the violent impact and collapsed. Soon afterward, a second plane moving
forward at a high rate of speed joined in and HIT the second WTC building,
and it too swayed back and forth under the violent impact, and also fell to
the ground. And, yes, every “eye” in the world has seen it.
This was a “divine” incident SENT by %&%* to signal the “official”
beginning of Judgment Day. The burden of proof is on me, so let me
validate this with some compelling facts.
JUDGMENT DAY
In Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, on page 653, the word
judgment means, “a divine decision; specifically: a calamity held to be
sent by GOD.” Now let us break down this definition: In the same source,
on page 370, divine means “proceeding ‘directly’ from GOD.” On page 330,
decision is defined as a “conclusion,” and on page 272, conclude, the root
of the word conclusion, means the end. In Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on
page 1302, specifically (Reference #779.22) means the same as singly-meaning ONE. Calamity is defined as “an extraordinarily grave event
marked by great loss and lasting distress and affliction.”
Therefore, we can logically conclude from all of the evidence
presented thus far that the WTC incident was the ONE extraordinarily grave
event held to proceed “directly” from God, %&%*, to signify the End Time.

This extraordinarily grave event has indeed brought on a great loss of
freedom, a great loss of national and international security, a devastating loss
in employment, and a great loss of economic stability, which has resulted in
lasting distress and affliction upon not only America but also upon all
nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, as prophesied in Micah,
Chapter 5, verse 10 and Isaiah, Chapter 19, verse 15.
GRAVE WITH THE WICKED
The Bible describes two phases of the coming of the Messiah: that of
rejection and suffering and that of earthly power and glory, as described in
Isaiah, Chapter 53, verse 9, which says:
And He made His grave with the “wicked,” . . . and with the
“rich” in His death;
%&%* 0v %&%* has made His grave with the wicked. Now if we can prove
that He has in fact made His grave with the wicked, then we can know of a
surety that He shall also make His grave with the rich. Is that not a logical
assertion? Let us ask some questions from Isaiah, Chapter 53, verses 2-8, to
prove our point. In Verse 2 it says . . . there is no beauty that we should
desire him [meaning %&%* 0v %&%*]. Since the wicked in the United States
government has used the media to assassinate the character of
%&%* 0v %&%*so badly, do the people believe Him to be the Messiah that
the whole world is looking for? Are the people attracted to His moral

message? So you agree that the government has used the media to paint the
Messiah, %&%* 0v %&%*, in such an ugly way that there is no beauty about
Him that the people should desire Him?
Verse 3 says,%&%* 0v %&%* is despised (mocked, laughed at, hated)
and rejected (ignored, made fun of, considered an outcast, disbelieved,
refused, disregarded, ostracized) of wicked men? Is that true? It says that
%&%* 0v %&%* is a man of sorrows . . . STOP! Let me define sorrow for
you. In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1137,
sorrow is synonymous to onus.

In Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary, on page 825, onus says, “more at onerous.” On page 824,
onerous means “imposing hardship; being laborious and heavy, esp. because
of something being distasteful; to cause mental as well as physical strain;
extreme harshness or severity in what is imposed; injustice in the demands
made.” (%&%* 0v %&%* had more privileges while in prison than He has
outside of prison. That is “injustice” in the highest degree.)
Onerous also means, “having legal obligations that outweigh the
advantages.” (There is absolutely no advantage to the government for
imposing “onerous” restrictions upon %&%* 0v %&%*. The legal obligations
of keeping %&%* 0v %&%* away from us f-a-r outweigh the advantages: We
still love Him. We are still keeping the laws of our God, %&%*.

%&%* 0v %&%* is being heard on radio and television in America and foreign
countries. He can be seen, heard, and read about worldwide on the Internet.
His ministry continues to get bigger and bigger. And His people are waking
up). So the government has imposed legal obligations upon Him that far
outweigh the advantages. Knowing that the wicked in the U. S. government
has %&%* 0v %&%* under “ONEROUS RESTRICTIONS” as I speak, do
you agree that He is a man of sorrows?
The Scripture also says that %&%* 0v %&%* is,…. acquainted with
grief (sadness, misery, broken heart, pain, suffering, torment, heaviness of
heart, distress, worry, difficulty, and bitter pill). Is that true? The Scripture
further says,… we (meaning His wicked people--the so-called Black people
of America) hid as it were their faces from Him. Is that true of His people
to this very day?.... and we (His people) esteemed (loved, honored,
appreciated, respected, admired, adored, extolled, and exalted) Him not. Is
that true? But He was wounded (battered, marred, and mutilated) for our
transgressions (for breaking the laws of %&%*). Is that true? %&%* 0v %&%*
was brought as a lamb to the slaughter (to be destroyed, killed, humbled,
broken down, crushed, defeated, overpowered, and conquered by the U. S.
government). Is that true? The Scripture also reads, He has been cut off
out of the land of the living. In other words, He has been cut off--meaning

hindered, stopped, and obstructed--from associating or having any contact
with the living: those whom He has “spiritually” resurrected from the dead.
Is that true even as I speak?
Are all of these compelling facts reason enough to agree that He has
in fact MADE HIS GRAVE WITH THE WICKED? With that being the
case, is it not logical to conclude BEYOND a reasonable doubt that He shall
. . . MAKE HIS GRAVE WITH THE “RICH” IN HIS DEATH?
I will now begin to show you the “divine” process that will be used to
signal the fulfillment of this prophecy, as we begin to decode Matthew,
Chapter 24, verse 30, which reads:
And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven
[colon]: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and
they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven
with power and great glory.
Now, although the Scripture reads “all the tribes” of the Earth, we will focus
more specifically on the tribe of Judah, the so-called Black man of America,
whom all the tribes follow.
“THE” SIGN
Let us begin to decode Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30. We shall now
begin with the word shall. In accordance with Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary, on page 1081, shall is “used to express what is
‘inevitable.’”

On page 618, inevitable means, “incapable of being

avoided.” On page 120, avoid is defined as “to prevent the occurrence of.”
Thus, shall gives probative value to the fact that nothing can prevent the
occurrence of “this” prophecy.
The next word, appear. In Greek, the word appear (The New
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, in the Greek Dictionary of
The New Testament section, Reference #5316 means, to shine, to think. In
the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, shine
means, conspicuous, which means, “readily visible or observable.” Think is
defined as, “to believe to be true of someone or something.” Therefore, we
can assert that %&%* is going to make something readily “visible” or
“observable” that will cause His people, the so-called Black people of
America, to believe to be true that %&%* 0v %&%* is “the” Messiah.
Now let us go to “THE” “SIGN.” This is not “a” sign but, rather,
“THE” “SIGN.” In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer
Dictionary, it states that the is “used to mark a noun as indicating the most
approved, most important, or most satisfying.” Thus, %&%* is going to give
the so-called Black people of America the most approved, the most
important, and the most satisfying readily visible or observable SIGN to
convince them to believe to be true that %&%* 0v %&%* is the Messiah. Now
you know the so-called Black people of America: You have to . . .“Show

me what you got”; or you got to . . . “Shake what your momma gave you,”
before they will believe anything.
Referenced in the Bible Reference Companion, copyright 1982, on
page 644, sign, by definition means, “a miraculous event given to indicate
God’s presence, favor, or work.”

In Greek, sign (The New Strong’s

Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, in the Greek Dictionary of The New
Testament section, Reference #4592) means, miracle. The Random House
Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary offers proof that miracle is “an
extraordinary event in the physical world that surpasses all known human or
natural powers and is ascribed to a supernatural cause.” %&%* is going to
show the so-called Black man of America an extraordinary EVENT that
will indicate His presence on Earth, to indicate His favor of a people, and to
indicate His work among a people, a work that will surpass all known
human or natural powers and will be ascribed to a supernatural cause.
In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, on page 1111, sign also means
the same as evidence. The Random House College Dictionary, Revised
Edition, copyright 1988, on page 458, affirms that evidence means the same
as “proof”, and proof is described as “information that is so complete and
convincing as to put a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt.”
THE GENTILES

Now let us go to Isaiah, Chapter 11, verse 10 and read about this
extraordinary EVENT that will be so complete and convincing as to put a
conclusion about who %&%* 0v %&%* is beyond reasonable doubt.
And in that day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall
stand for an ensign of the people; to it shall the GENTILES
seek:
Let us stop here and analyze this Scripture. According to Ruth, Chapter 4,
verse 22, Jesse was the father of David. And in Revelation, Chapter 22,
verse 16, %&%* 0v %&%* said, I am the root and the offspring of David, . . .
Therefore, as the root and offspring of David, the root of Jesse,
%&%* 0v %&%*shall stand for an ensign of the people. In Bartlett’s Roget’s
Thesaurus, page 1310, stand for (Reference #361.13) means to “convey a
message.” In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, on page 229, convey is
synonymous to “send,” on page 355, ensign means flag. And flag means
“something used to attract attention.” In that day, which is “this day,”
%&%* 0v %&%* shall send His message to the Gentiles. His message will be
designed to attract their attention and to cause them to seek His message.
In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary,
the word seek means, “to follow.” In Hebrew (The New Strong’s Exhaustive
Concordance of the Bible, in the Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary section, on
page 31, Reference #1875), seek means, “to worship; to care for; and make

inquisition.” In The Synonym Finder, on page 578, inquisition means,
research, inquiry; be eager for knowledge, burning with curiosity, or dying
to know. The Gentiles will follow, worship, and care for %&%* 0v %&%*.
They will be anxious to do research, make diligent inquiry, and be eager for
knowledge about %&%* 0v %&%*. After all, they have been burning with
curiosity and dying to know who %&%* 0v %&%* is any way (they are the
ones who are always coming up to you asking questions).
Why the Gentiles? Let us read John, Chapter 1, verse 11 for the
answer:
He came unto His own, and His own received Him not.
%&%* 0v %&%*came “first” unto His “own” people--the so-called Black
people of America, but they have received Him not. Acts, Chapter 13, verse
46 says in part,
. . . It was necessary that the word of %&%* should “first” have
been spoken to you [so-called Black man of America]: but
seeing ye put it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of
everlasting life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles.
According to (Matthew, Chapter 10, verse 5), %&%* 0v %&%* told His
disciples in the beginning of His ministry to, Go NOT into the way of the
Gentiles,…. But today, Lo, He shall turn to the Gentiles. Why? Romans,
Chapter 11, verse 11 tells us why:

I say then, Have they [so-called Black man of America]
stumbled that they should fall? God %&%* forbid: but rather
through their fall salvation is come unto the Gentiles, for TO
PROVOKE THEM [so-called Black man of America] TO
“JEALOUSY.”
%&%* 0v %&%* shall turn to the Gentiles to provoke His people to
jealousy. Now how will the Gentiles feel about %&%* 0v %&%* turning to
them? Let us read Acts, Chapter 13, verse 48 and find out:
And when the Gentiles heard this, they were glad, and
glorified the “word” of the Lord: and as many as were
“ORDAINED” to eternal life believed.
The Gentile people are going to be GLAD and will GLORIFY what? The
WORD of %&%*! Now, NOT ALL Gentiles, but only “as many” as were
“ORDAINED”--predestined, chosen, and appointed beforehand by %&%*--to
ETERNAL LIFE believed His message. Just as %&%* ordained you and me,
He has, in like manner, ORDAINED to eternal life some Gentiles who shall
believe.
The big question now is, Who are the Gentiles? In agreement with
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, on page 511, gentile is defined
as a “Christian, as distinguished from a [Hebrew]; heathen.” On page 560,
heathen is described as “an unconverted member of a people that does not
acknowledge the God of the Bible.” So the Gentiles are your unconverted
Christian, “WHITE PEOPLE” who do not acknowledge %&%*, the God of

the Bible. To verify this, read Matthew, Chapter 20, verse 19 in part: And
shall deliver him [%&%*] to the Gentiles to mock, and to scourge, and to
crucify him.

%&%* 0v %&%* was in fact delivered to the WHITE

GENTILES in the U. S. Government, who do not acknowledge %&%*, the
God of the Bible, and they have in fact mocked, scourged, and crucified
Him--even to this day.
Now you and I both know that Black people do not approve of
anything until the WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE approve it “first.” However,
when

the

“ORDAINED”

WHITE

GENTILE

PEOPLE

turn

to

%&%* 0v %&%*, this shall be the most readily visible or observable EVENT
that will be so complete and convincing to the so-called Black man of
America as to put a conclusion beyond a reasonable doubt that
%&%* 0v %&%* is our “true” Savior and Redeemer.
THE WORK OF THE GENTILES
The WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE have a very important job to do,
according to Isaiah, Chapter 49, verse 22, which reads:
Behold, I will lift up Mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up My
standard to the people [colon]: and they shall bring thy sons,
in their arms, and thy daughters shall be carried upon their
shoulders.
In The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, in the
Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary section, Reference #935, bring means, “to

bring forth, to come.” Son in Hebrew (Reference #1121) means, “nation”;
daughter (Reference #1323) is described as, “apple of the eye.” According
to Merriam-Webster Collegiate Computer Dictionary, arm comes from the
Latin word arma, which means skills, tools. In the same dictionary and in
the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, arm is
defined as “to provide with whatever will add strength, force, or security; to
equip or prepare for any specific purpose.” Skill means “a learned power of
doing something competently.” The word tools is described as “something
used in performing an operation or necessary in the practice of a vocation or
profession.”
Therefore, the WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE will come and bring
forth to our nation, the Nation of %&%* (Yahweh), all the knowledge they
have learned in their varying vocations or professions. They will come ready
to provide us--the first fruits, the apple of the eye of %&%* --with whatever
we will need to add strength, force, or security to our Nation. They will
come remarkably competent, completely equipped, already qualified, and
fully prepared to perform any work necessary in their respective vocations or
professions, which is in accordance with Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 16, which
reads:
Thou shalt also suck the milk of the GENTILES, and shalt
suck the breast of kings: and thou shalt know that I the

LORD, %&%*, am thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty
One of Jacob.
SOCIOLOGICAL CHANGE
Continuing with Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30, And then shall
appear the “SIGN” . . . Now when we look at the word sign from yet
another perspective, it tells us exactly how %&%* 0v %&%* will use the tools
and skills of the WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE. On the authority of the
Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on page 1285, sign (Reference #183.1) also
means the same as “sign of the times.”

In The Cassell Dictionary &

Thesaurus, copyright 1999, on page 1019, sign of the times means,
“anything that serves as an indication of sociological change.” On page
1040, social, the root of the word sociological, relates to “human behavior.”
According to Isaiah, Chapter 9, verse 6 the establishment of the
government of %&%* is upon the shoulder of %&%* 0v %&%*, and He shall use
the skills that the WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE have learned in their
respective vocations or professions to set up His righteous government on
Earth, which will bring about a “dramatic” change in human behavior-politically, economically, educationally, socially, and spiritually.
The first order of business for %&%* 0v %&%* will be to globally
legislate the commandments, judgment, laws, and statutes of %&%*.

Politically, all elections will end: for %&%* 0v %&%* is Self-Elected and SelfAppointed FOR EVER, and just about everything is set for Him to take His
respective seat to rule all nations with a rod of iron, as written in Revelation,
Chapter 12, verse 5, which reads in part:
And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule “all nations”
with a ROD OF IRON:…
In introducing His sociological change, %&%* 0v %&%* shall
completely overhaul the existing economic system, whereby only the
righteous

accountants

will

count

His

money

and

collect

His

tithes. %&%* 0v %&%* will cast down to the ground anything that remotely
resembles the current educational system, and will immediately set up %&%*
universities all over the Earth, where the Bible will be the textbook and the
curriculum will be the commandments, judgments, laws, and statutes of
God, %&%*.
%&%* 0v %&%*, using the vocations and professions of the WHITE
GENTILE PEOPLE, will introduce social programs that will bring love,
peace, and harmony to the whole world.

All families of the Earth

(regardless of color) will be on one accord, as there will be one law for all,
according to Exodus, Chapter 12, verse 49:
One law shall be to him that is homeborn [Israel], and unto the
stranger that sojourneth among you. And Romans, Chapter 2, verse

11: For there is no respect of persons with God, %&%*. And in
Galatians, Chapter 3, verse 28: There is neither [Hebrew] nor Greek,
there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for
ye are all one in Christ,%&%* 0v %&%*
The sociological change of %&%* 0v %&%* will be such that there will
be no need for weapons of mass destruction, because all wars will cease.
There will be no abortions, no homosexuality; no wickedness on TV--none!
The Universe of %&%* will be on TV 24 hours every single day. There will be
no stealing, no drugs, no guns, and no murder.
Keeping the dietary laws of %&%*, there will be no need for doctors
and hospitals, in fact, all hospitals will be shut down, and all pharmaceutical
companies will be put out of business. All mad scientists will be out of
work as well as all lying lawyers and unjust judges. And there will be no
genetically altered food, neither will there be any cloning of people and
animals.
And there won’t be no tight, short dresses, baldheads, and tattoos all
over

your

body,

and

such.

For

the

sociological

change

of

%&%* 0v %&%* will be so dramatic that everybody will be wearing long
white robes and diadems, as written in Revelation, Chapter 7, verse 9, which
reads:
After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man
could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and

tongues, stood before the throne, and before the
Lamb, %&%* 0v %&%*, clothed with “white robes,” and palms
in their hands;
In addition, under the sociological change of %&%* 0v %&%*, ALL
religions must go: The Pope and his entire FALSE Jesus kingdom--NO
MORE--N-E-V-E-R! All churches, shrines, synagogues, and mosques will
be destroyed. All celebrations of Christmas, Easter, Halloween, and such
false holidays--will cease immediately, and only the high holy days of
%&%*, as written in the Bible, will be commemorated. %&%* 0v %&%*, using
the vocations and professions of the WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE, will
completely change the sociological order of humanity, and will issue in the
ONE WORLD ORDER under His “direct” theocratic rulership.
ADVANCED, ULTRA SOPHISTICATED GENTILES
Now on to the next part of Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30, . . . IN
HEAVEN. Heaven is used figuratively in this Scripture. In the Random
House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, figurative means,
“represented by means of likeness; expressing one thing in terms of
normally denoting another with which it may be regarded as analogous.”
Using the same dictionary, the word in means, “in favor with advanced
people; comprehensible only to an ultra sophisticated group.” In the
Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on page 1053, (Reference #600.14), the phrase

in heaven means, “on top of the world.”

In The American Heritage

Dictionary of Idioms, copyright 1997, on page 475, on top of the world
alludes to the peak of success.
Therefore, %&%* 0v %&%* is going to gain the favor of not just the
WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE, but rather of the advanced, ultra
sophisticated WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE--to whom all the so-called
Black people of America look up to and consider to be on top of the world,
living in heaven, and at the peak of the success ladder--to bring the
knowledge they have learned in their vocations and professions to help
establish the theocratic government of %&%*, which is comprehensible only
to this ultra sophisticated group.
This group consists of the most powerful--the power elite, the upper
class, and the superstars. They are the lords of politics, the lords of
education, and the lords of economics. These are your advanced, ultra
sophisticated WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE, who are the most well-off,
filthy rich, and most affluent in the world: people who not only know “how”
to control the world, but who actually “own” and “control” the wealth of the
world.
This is why the U.S. government continues to use the media to report
that %&%* 0v %&%* teaches His followers to go out and kill white people

and bring back an ear; that we are practicing military operations in
preparation for a race war against white people. This is why the media is
always reporting that %&%* 0v %&%* teaches that white people are devils,
and He teaches His followers to HATE white people. They have even
labeled us as anti-government and, the latest--domestic terrorists to put fear
in white people about us.
Question: Why do they continue to publish these lies? They continue
to report these lies hoping to convince or persuade the advanced, ultrasophisticated

WHITE

GENTILE

PEOPLE

NOT

to

come

to

%&%* 0v %&%*. Why? Because the rulers of America have studied Black
people’s history and they know well their psychological profile, and they
“know” of a surety that when the advanced, ultrasophisticated WHITE
GENTILE PEOPLE start coming and showing favor to %&%* 0v %&%*,
then Black people will--like sheep--follow after them, and that will bring an
end to their wicked rulership. However, this event far surpasses all known
human or natural powers and is ascribed to a supernatural cause, and
absolutely no one can prevent this from occurring.
AND THEN SHALL ALL THE TRIBES MOURN
Continuing with Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30, it reads: “ . . . and
‘THEN’ shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, . . .” It is very important

to note here that not everyone on the Earth mourn but, rather, only “A-L-L”
the tribes of the Earth mourn. In Webster’s New World College Dictionary,
Fourth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 1484, then is defined as “at that
time; soon afterward.” With that, we can assert, and justifiably so, that soon
after the so-called Black people of America “see,” with their own eyes, the
advanced, ultrasophisticated WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE beginning to
come in and show favor to %&%* 0v %&%*, only then will “A-L-L” the tribes
of the Earth mourn.
Now in Greek, mourn (The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of
the Bible, in the Greek Dictionary of The New Testament section, Reference
#2875) means “to ‘chop’; lament, and (be-)wail.” In the Random House
Webster’s Computer Dictionary, the word chop means, “to go, come, or
move suddenly; change one’s mind.” Lament is defined as, “to feel or
express sorrow or regret for.” Wail means “to express deep sorrow for.”
The so-called Black people of America will suddenly change their minds
about %&%* 0v %&%* and, believe it or not, they will suddenly--quickly,
without warning, or unexpectedly--begin to feel or express sorrow or regret
for not having “received” %&%* 0v %&%* and His teachings. They will
express deep sorrow for the pain and suffering they have caused
%&%* 0v %&%* to go through.

They will come with weeping and

supplication, as written in Jeremiah, Chapter 3, verse 21:
A voice was heard upon the high places, weeping and
supplications of the children of Israel: for they have perverted
their way, and they have forgotten the LORD their God, %&%*.
In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, on page 1339, weeping means
they will come crying, shedding tears, boohooing, sobbing, whimpering,
sniveling, snottin’, even screaming out in excruciating pain (like they got the
holy ghost), and overflowing with tears--almost on the verge of a nervous
breakdown--for some of the mean, wicked things they “said” about and
“did” to %&%* 0v %&%*. In the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on page 1131,
under the word mourn, it is plain that some will come begging for mercy,
pleading for forgiveness, asking for a second chance, and saying, “Lord have
mercy on my soul!!!!”
Nevertheless, some will want to come and start trouble. Let us read
what Acts, Chapter 15, verse 19 has to say about this:
Wherefore my sentence is, that we “trouble” not them, which
from among the Gentiles are turned to God, %&%*:
When the advanced, ultra sophisticated WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE who
will have turned to %&%* come in, DON’T TROUBLE THEM. LEAVE
THEM A-LONE. Some so-called Black people of America just won’t be
able to control themselves, they will say such things as, “Your people raped

our grandmommas. Y’all made our people work for nutin’. Yeah, y’all put
all our black men in prison for nuthin. All you O’ crackers are dogs! You
O’ blue-eyed devil! You think you know everything. Come on, you want to
fight?”
Despite all of these things, “. . . they SHALL see %&%* 0v %&%*
coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.” According to
Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, shall
expresses “emphatic” futurity.

Emphatic implies something that is

definite. Futurity suggests “a future event.” See means “to read about; to
perceive by means of computer vision; to find out; to see with the eyes; and
to have knowledge of.” See also means, “to perceive,” which means, “to
become aware of, recognize, and understand.”
At

the

time

of

or

soon

after

witnessing

the

advanced,

ultrasophisticated WHITE GENTILE PEOPLE coming and showing favor
to %&%* 0v %&%*, all the so-called Black people of America, the tribe of
Judah, shall definitely read about %&%* 0v %&%* coming into power and
great glory in the newspapers, magazines, and books; hear about it on the
TV and radio, or via means of computer vision--the Internet; and, even
more, by word of mouth.
COMING IN THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN

Now let us continue with the next part of Matthew, Chapter 24, verse
30:

“. . . COMING in the CLOUDS OF HEAVEN with power and great

glory.” In Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, the
word coming is defined as, “arrival; approaching; advent.” Advent is
described as, “the second coming.” At the time of or soon after the so-called
Black people of America witness or watch these miraculous things take
place, %&%* 0v %&%* shall be arriving or approaching His Second Coming
with the rich--with the advanced, ultrasophisticated WHITE GENTILE
PEOPLE-- in the clouds of heaven.
Now let us get an understanding of what the phrase “ . . . in the
clouds” means. On the authority of Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on page
1062, the phrase, in the clouds (Reference #596.20) means, pinnacle. In the
Random House Webster’s Unabridged Computer Dictionary, pinnacle is
defined as, “to rise to or attain the highest point or level of power, glory,
success, fame, popularity, and importance.”

In accordance with The

American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, on page 663, the
preposition “in” means “during the course of; as part of the process.” And in
Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, page 853, clouds (Reference #283.5) means
TERRORISM. Yes, TERRORISM.
Therefore, during the course of %&%* 0v %&%* rising to or attaining

the highest point or level of power, glory, success, fame, popularity, and
importance, there will be global fear of TERRORISM. During this time, the
U. S. government will be waging an international war on terrorism. The
whole world will be on a terrorist alert. And all the people of Earth will be
paralyzed with fear of terrorist attacks.

The war on TERRORISM is

“divine.” This is why we are hearing so much about terrorism.
And even today, because of terrorism, all nations are now being
drawn into a nuclear war, threatening the use of biological and chemical
weapons, which is a part of the “divine” process of bringing destruction to
the present political world system. The war on TERRORISM is a “divine”
act that proceeded “directly” from God, %&%*, to signal to the world that “it
is time” for %&%* 0v %&%* to rise to or attain the highest point or level of
power, glory, success, fame, popularity, and importance.
However (continuing with the Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30), the
next word--heaven--limits WHEN these things shall occur. In Bartlett’s
Roget’s Thesaurus, on page 1021, heaven (Reference #650.3) means,
MILLENNIUM, judgment Day. In accordance with Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Computer Dictionary, millennium is defined as “the thousand
years . . . during which holiness is to prevail and Christ is to reign on earth.”
Therefore, September 11, 2001, is the DAY that marked the “official”

beginning of JUDGMENT Day and brought forth a global fear of
TERRORISM. All of these things are taking place in the time period
prophesied: in the MILLENNIUM. It is written that all of these things
would be happening when the Messiah returns to reign on Earth and during
which holiness is to prevail, which is in agreement with Daniel, Chapter 7,
verse 14, which reads:
And there was given Him dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve
Him: His dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall
not pass away, and His kingdom that which shall not be
destroyed.
WITH POWER
Now the last part of this Scripture: “. . . WITH POWER and great
glory.” In agreement with Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, page 1408, with
power (Reference #52.18) means the same as authoritatively; dynamically.
On page 81, authoritatively is equivalent to in the name of; with the
authority of; with an air of superiority. In accordance with the American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, copyright 1979, page 1027,
power means “the ability or official capacity to exercise control.”
In that %&%* 0v %&%* has come in the NAME of His Father, %&%*, He
has the right to exercise the authority of His Father, He has the ability to act
on behalf of His Father, and the permission to perform in the “official”

capacity of His Father,%&%*, to exercise control over all matters pertaining
to the establishment of the theocratic government of %&%* on Earth.
Acting in the official capacity of His Father, %&%*, means that He
shall come with Public power, meaning power to establish various forms of
legislative, judicial, and executive branches in the theocratic government of
%&%*. More specifically, He shall come with Legislative power, meaning
the power to set up the commandments, judgments, laws, and statutes of
%&%* at His discretion. He shall come with Judicial power, meaning the
authority to make binding the laws of %&%*.

He shall come with

Investigatory power, meaning the authority to inspect and compel all
governments to disclose and turn over that which He demands. He shall
come with the Power of acceptance, meaning the power to bind all nations
to accept that which He declares.
Having the authority to act in the official capacity of His Father, %&%*,
means that %&%* 0v %&%* shall come with the Power of revocation,
meaning the power to take back all which rightfully belongs to Him. He
shall come with Relative power, meaning the power to seize control of the
land and the dividing of it. He shall come with Spending power, power
over all public funds to be used for the common defense and general welfare
of the Nation of %&%*. He shall come with Taxing power, meaning the

power to levy and collect tithes that are due to %&%*. %&%* 0v %&%*shall
come with Testamentary power of appointment, meaning the power to
appoint whomsoever He wants to appoint.
He shall also come with Irrevocable power, meaning the power to
revoke whatever does not conform to His pleasure. He shall come with the
Power of termination, meaning power to put an end to all that which does
not conform to the will of %&%*. He comes with Power of politics, meaning
the power to enact and enforce foreign policy that will bring all nations
under His ONE WORLD ORDER, as recorded in Psalm, Chapter 72, verse
11, which says:
Yea, all kings shall fall down before Him: all nations shall
serve Him.
GREAT GLORY
And finally (the last part of Matthew, Chapter 24, verse 30): “. . .
‘GREAT’ GLORY.” In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, page 471,
great is synonymous to unlimited. %&%* 0v %&%* will come with
“unlimited” glory, meaning with infinite glory, immeasurable glory. His
glory shall “exceed” the glory of all men on Earth. ALL the wealth, which is
the glory of all nations, shall be gathered unto %&%* 0v %&%*, according to
Zechariah, Chapter 14, verse 14, which reads in part:
. . . and the wealth of ALL the heathen round about shall be

gathered together, GOLD, and silver, and apparel, in great
abundance.
On the Discovery TV program, there was a documentary on gold. It
stated that there is more gold in New York City than any place on Earth.
They reported that all the nations send their gold to America because it is the
safest place. It is guarded 24/7, and they showed all Black people guarding
it. I happen to know why they send their gold to America--certainly not
because it is the safest place. They know that the Messiah, %&%* 0v %&%*,
has risen in America. So when He calls for His GOLD, it will already be
there. There will be no reparations given to black people in America. There
is only ONE whom the nations, including America, will pay reparations to
and that is %&%* 0v %&%*: the one whose right it is.
According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College
Edition, copyright 1998, glory validates that %&%* 0v %&%* shall come with
effective and efficient qualifications, far beyond anyone previously
known. It substantiates the fact that His character shall reflect purity and
goodness, and He shall come executing something far beyond anything
previously seen or known on Earth.
The word glory (Reference #445.13), in Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus
offers sufficient evidence to prove that the coming of %&%* 0v %&%* shall be

supreme, superior, unequaled, and matchless to any event to ever take place
upon

the

Earth.

Glory

(Reference

#799.7)

acknowledges

that

%&%* 0v %&%*shall come with high-level authority. It confesses that His
coming shall take precedence, high priority, and top level over all other
matters upon the Earth.
Glory bears witness to the fact that the approval of %&%* 0v %&%* by
the kings of the Earth shall be broad and extensive. The impact He shall
have upon the Earth shall be unprecedented. His worldwide recognition
shall be immeasurable. And His international acclaim shall be spell
bounding. %&%* 0v %&%* shall definitely come with majestic suavity. He
shall definitely be looked upon as “divine,” and royal, and stately.
According to Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, page 995, glory
(Reference #437.14) acknowledges that when %&%* 0v %&%* comes, all
world rulers of nations shall recognize Him. He shall be given a nod of
approval and an okay on whatever He decides to do. In fact, whatever He
decides to do will be ratified, adopted, and mandated by them. Glory
(Reference #847.1) offers proof that %&%* 0v %&%* shall come with
prosperity, well-being, wealth, and success. He shall come with economic
security, economic prosperity, and a high standard of living for all people.
He shall come with a plan to generate a booming economy as well as an

expanding economy.

He shall come as a blessing to all nations, and

kindreds, and people, and tongues.
Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, on page 995, under glory (Reference
#279.2) backs up the fact that %&%* 0v %&%*shall come to reign with
thundering applause, and with unimaginable fanfare. He shall be saluted and
given standing ovations. The people shall cry, shout, cheer; give high-fives
to one another. They shall sing hosanna! joy to the world our King has
come! They shall say Halleluyah, and praise %&%* 0v %&%*.

Glory

(Reference #404.10) offers proof that %&%* 0v %&%* shall come with
lavishness, luxuriousness, elegance, poshness, and plushness. Glory offers
supporting evidence that %&%* 0v %&%* shall come with ceremonial affairs,
where formalities and rites will be the standard operating procedure.
Glory (Reference #437.3) gives sworn testimony to the fact that
%&%* 0v %&%* shall be deified and lionize, so much so that His gates shall
be open continually that He might receive tributes from the rulers and kings
from all over the Earth, as recorded in Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 11, which
reads:
Therefore thy gates shall be open continually; they shall not
be shut day nor night; that men may bring unto thee the
forces of the Gentiles, and that their kings may be brought.
Glory affirms that %&%* 0v %&%* shall, believe it or not, receive good

press from all the major news networks from around the world--CNN, ABC,
CBS, NBC, FOX, CBC, BBC, GBC, EBC, GBC, HBC, KKB, and the KKK,
etc. Praise %&%*! Don’t you agree with Revelation, Chapter 5, verse 12,
which says, for %&%* 0v %&%* is worthy to receive power, and riches, and
wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing?
JOSEPH AND DANIEL
Although this may seem unimaginable, unbelievable, and impossible
to some, %&%* gave us evidence of such occurrences with our Hebrew
brothers Joseph and Daniel. In Genesis, Chapter 41, verses 40-41, Joseph
was taken from prison to Pharaoh, and Pharaoh told Joseph: You shalt be
over my house, and according unto your word shall all my people be ruled:
only in the throne will I be greater than you. And Pharaoh set Joseph
over “A-L-L” the land of Egypt. Don’t try to tell me that %&%* is not God!
After calling forth Daniel and the Hebrew boys out of the fiery
furnace, king Nebuchadnezzar, said (Daniel, Chapter 2, verses 47-48), Of a
truth it is, that your God is a God of gods, and a Lord of kings, and then
the king made Daniel a great man, and gave him many great gifts and
made Daniel ruler over the WHOLE province of Babylon, and chief of the
governors over A-L-L the wise men of Babylon.
CONCLUSION

Unbelievable as this may seem, it happened in the Days of Joseph and
Daniel, and the same God that caused it to happen then, is the same God that
shall cause it to happen in our lifetime. And His name is %&%*, the God of
the Hebrews. %&%* 0v %&%* has in fact MADE HIS GRAVE WITH THE
WICKED, and I rest my case with complete confidence in knowing that
%&%* 0v %&%* SHALL “SOON” MAKE HIS GRAVE WITH THE
RICH IN HIS DEATH:

AND EVERY EYE SHALL SEE HIM

COMING IN THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN WITH POWER AND
GREAT GLORY!

Selah. Praise %&%*!

